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Mr Richard Featherston, Managing Director
Kellythorpe Industrial Estate  |  Kellythorpe  |  Driffield  |  East Yorkshire  |  YO25 9DJ
Phone: +44 (0)1377 255016  |  Fax: +44 (0)1377 241299
E-mail: office@featherston.co.uk

www.featherston.co.uk

In the UK, Menzel Elektromotoren partners with Featherston Ltd., a company  
offering anything from on-site evaluations to custom remodelling of electrical  
motors to fit existing berths.
Other customer-oriented services include:

Featherston Ltd

Technical assistance for planning
Trouble-shooting on existing rotating plant
Installation of new machines
In-house repairs / rewinds of large and
small AC and DC motors and generators





AEMT 
Comment...

The repair industry has again shown that it 
is remarkably resilient to a recession and 
although some businesses have had to cut 
their cloth to lower levels of business, there 
have been few, if any, casualties. 

The sector normally is not a favourite in the 
financial columns, but the resilience is 
proving many of them wrong. In the last 
recession, most of the larger companies 
came out extremely weak, but hopefully the 
lessons have been learnt and it is good to 
see that with some excellent management 
most are now in particularly good shape. 
This has been highlighted by the takeover 
of Dowding and Mills by Sulzer.  Tudor Davies, 
and his small team including Colin Brewster 
and Tim Barrett had a huge mountain to 
climb to get Dowding and Mills back into 
peak condition. It is a very great credit to 
them that they have achieved their goals in 
a very competitive market. 

The Swiss know a well run company when 
they see one, and are well respected for their 
engineering skill with rotating equipment 
from pumps to gas turbines. The takeover 
by Sulzer is a real endorsement of the com-
pany’s success, and the price paid reflects 
well on the current state of the repair indus-
try.

For advertising and editorial articles please 
contact: 

Tim Marks at The AEMT Ltd. St Saviours 
House, St Saviours Place, York. YO1 7PJ. 
Telephone: 44 (0) 1904 674899
Fax: 44(0) 1904 674896
Email: admin@aemt.co.uk
Website:www.aemt.co.uk
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Sulzer take over 
Dowding and Mills

In June Sulzer Turbo Services, a division of Sulzer 
specializing in the repair of gas and steam tur-
bines, made an agreed bid for Dowding and Mills. 
The company had built up combined sales of 
£125.5 million for the year ended June 30th 2009 
and employed around 980 based in the UK, and 
a further 420 in the USA, Australia and UAE. It 
had become one of the largest independent repair 
and maintenance providers for generators, 
motors and associated equipment.

Sulzer was founded in 1834 in Winterthur, Swit-
zerland, and has over 120 locations worldwide. 
It specializes in the manufacture of industrial 
machinery and equipment, surfacing technology, 
and rotating equipment maintenance. The main 
divisions of Sulzer are Sulzer Pumps, Sulzer 
Metco, Sulzer Chemtech,  Sulzer Innotec and 
Sulzer Turbo Services. They are leaders in their 
respective markets for the Oil & Gas, Pulp &Paper, 
Power Generation, Water, Food, Metals, & Ferti-
lizer markets.

Sulzer sees Dowding & Mills as complementary 
to Sulzer Turbo Services and added that there 
were no plans for any major restructuring or 
significant changes in the location of Dowding & 
Mills operations.  It will enable Sulzer to be able 
to substantially increase the scope of its serv-
ices internationally to their customers, for steam 
turbines, gas turbines, centrifugal compressors, 
new motors and generators, and makes a good 

geographical fit with its existing operations. The 
original offer of108p per share valued Dowding’s 
holding company, Castle Support Services, at 
£127.50 million.

The three main divisions have been kept and 
renamed Sulzer Dowding and Mills, Sulzer 
Bootham Engineers and Sulzer EMS in the US. 
They complement Sulzer’s existing operations in 
Houston USA, New Orleans, Canada, Rotterdam, 
Argentina, and Indonesia. 
Tudor Davies, the executive director at Castle 
Support Services, said: “Sulzer is impressed by 
the skill, know-how and performance of Dowding 
and Mills, Bootham’s, EMS, Dickson Dowding and 
Mills and its employees and especially the service 
culture and ‘can do’ attitude.
“I joined Dowding and Mills over seven years ago 
and with the help of every employee and the 
assistance of the management team in particu-
lar Tim Barrett (group finance director) and Colin 
Brewster (operations director), this group has 
been transformed from an underperforming busi-
ness in a parlous financial state, to a very strong 
and growing profitable business.
“We have all together taken the business from 
profits of around £5 million per annum with debts 
of circa £40 million in 2004 to a business today 
with no debt and net cash of approximately £4 
million in the bank and profits of circa £17 million 
per annum, even in one of the world’s worst reces-
sions.

“It is now very pleasing to be able to combine 
with Sulzer to make Dowding & Mills the interna-
tional force it should be and this is down to the 
hard work and commitment of everyone around 
the group.

“We believe that it is an excellent fit and that 
there will be considerable opportunities for 
growth,”
 
In addition Dowding and Mills Calibration Serv-
ices had been sold off in April to Trescal Ltd. The 
5 Dowding & Mills laboratories had a turnover of 
£8 million and employed 140 people. This gave 
the French based company, 8 sites in the UK 
after only two years, and a global turnover of £23 
million. Its main customer base is in the Aero-
space and Defence industries.

For Tudor Davies and his team to turn Dowding 
and Mills round, to ensure its future, and sell the 
company for a very respectable price, would have 
seemed an impossible task a few years ago. It 
is a great credit to them and their very focused 
determination to achieve their ultimate goal 
despite the rigors of a global recession.

Web Sites for Sulzer Dowding and Mills:      www.
dowdingandmills.com
Sulzer Turbo Services: www.sulzerts.com.
Sulzer: www.sulzer.com 
Trescal: www.trescal.com

Rotor of a large gas turbine which was repaired by Sulzer Turbo Services. 
The gas turbine is used in a combined-cycle power plant.
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I n d u s t r i a l  &  T e c h n i c a l  S e r v i c e s

SERVO MOTOR REPAIR CENTRE

Unit 11, 158 Tithe Street, Leicester. LE5 4BN England U.K.
Tel: +44 (0)116 276 8686  Fax: +44 (0)116 276 6776

FANUC   SIEMENS   INDRAMAT   ELAU
MITSUBISHI   PANASONIC   SEM   BOSCH

& Many More

0116 276 8686

email: info@alphaelectrics.com   www.alphaelectrics.com   

Alpha Electrics Ltd

CALL:

Certificate No. 91877

IECEx Service Facility
Approval Scheme
Certification for Service 
Facilities in the Ex industry

Sira, the IECEx Certification Body that issued the world’s
first and UK’s first Service Facility Certificates, offers the
assessment and on-site certification of organisations that
provide a Repair and Overhaul service to the Ex industry.

IECEx Scheme developed with
active participation from Sira.
Links with other Sira Certification Schemes:  
- Competence Professional 
- EASA Training and Competence Assessment
- IECEx Personnel Competence

The scheme is applicable to facilities working with all 
types of ATEX/IECEx & other certified Ex equipment.

Gives the Service Facility a competitive advantage 
in the marketplace. Successful workshops will have their
certificate displayed on the IECEx website.

Assessments carried out as stipulated in IEC 60079-19, IECEx 0D/15 
and OD/14, in accordance with Scheme rules IECEx 03

For more information about the scheme please contact Sira

The Accredited Way to Repair

Tel: +44 (0)1244 670900 or
Email: qa@siracertification.com

www.siracertification.com

• Ex Product Certification  • ATEX QAN &   IECEx QAR
• ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001

MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
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Rotary Technical Services 
grows rapidly through
Quality Services

It has been fascinating to watch the progress of 
Rotary Technical Services, which was a wholly 
owned subsidiary of Makarmas Tenaga Sdn Bhd. 
It has been actively run by Ricky Lim, the Com-
mercial Manager, KK Chin the Sales Manager, 
Harban Singh, the Technical Service Manager, 
and Hardeep Singh Operations manager. Since 
its formation only five years ago in 2005, it has 
become one of Malaysia’s leading repair compa-
nies. The main repair shop is situated in Selan-
gor Darul Ehsan, with branch offices in Paka, 
Masai, and Bintulu in Sarawak. 
The main 30,000 square foot workshop consists 

of two main bays, which are large clean and well 
equipped.  There are 20 tonne gantry cranes over 
the main repair bay, with the main test area just 
to the left of the main delivery door. In the first 
bay, there is ample room for stripping, and reas-
sembling large machines, and a designated Ex 
area. The large ovens are at the far end, close to 
the varnish area, which has a large semi recessed 
dip tank and Vacuum Pressure Impregnation Plant 
(VPI). The steam cleaning, and dirty area is also 
sectioned off at the far end of the bay, and a good 
sized paint booth at the side of the workshop. 
The machine shop is located in the centre of the 

workshop, and able to service both bays. The 
other half of the workshop is used for pump, 
valve, transformer and switchgear repair, as well 
as storage of work in progress.

Their repairs to electrical equipment are very 
comprehensive with a capability for handling Low 
Voltage, Medium and High Voltage machines, 
which includes the repair of distribution and 
power transformers and generators up to 
150mW. The company works closely with major 
manufacturers and have service agreements with 
ABB Malaysia, Ansaldo equipment, Toshiba, 

KK Chin, The Sales Manager, and Harban Singh, the Technical Service Manager, visiting the Quartzelec workshop in Rugby.
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Hyundai, Marathon Electric, Kirloskar, Leeson, 
and WEG, and an ISO 9001 2000 accredited 
quality system. All of this backs up their motto 
of offering “Quality Services.”

Their VPI tank measures 2.5 x 2.5 metre and 
uses a solventless polyester class H resin. The 
VPI offers a very high degree of protection in 
harsh environmental conditions and is particu-
larly suitable for rail traction equipment, offshore, 
cement works and quarries. The system provides 
much greater mechanical strength to the wind-
ings by minimising voids in the insulation, and 
increasing material bonding. This gives better 
thermal conductivity for cooler operation as well 
as helping to avoid deterioration through vibra-
tion. Rotary are collaborating with Pusat Tenega 
Malaysia (PTM) who are responsible for encour-
aging energy saving in Malaysia. They are inter-
ested in the energy savings industry could make 
if VPI was used more widely on certain machines. 

The strength of VPI insulation can become a 
problem if the machine has a failure, and it can 
be very hard to strip out. A burn out oven becomes 
a necessity to ensure that the laminations are 
not mechanically damaged during the stripping 
process. Rotary have installed a full sized burn 
out oven next to their varnish and stoving area. 
The wash down area is sectioned off for chemical 
and steam cleaning, and they also have a large 
recessed varnish tank for standard insulation 

systems. 

The machine shop facility has a 100 tonne press, 
a 100 tonne bearing puller, and a 75 tonne cou-
pling puller. Induction bearing heaters are used 
to refit new bearings. The fabrication facility 
operates with TIG, MIG, ARC and High Frequen-
cy welding facilities, as well as oxy-acetylene. 
The lathes, milling machines, drills, and grinders 
meet most of their requirements, and the balanc-
ing equipment can take armatures and rotors up 
to 11 tonnes. 

All of this backs up 
their motto of offering 
“Quality Services.”

Preliminary inspection of a rotor and exciter.
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20 MW generator being dismantled after PD, Tan Delta and Elcid testing. 



A cooled generator stator in for repair.

“This leads to            
increased efficiency 
and energy savings 
as well as lower      
repair costs with the 
plant operating at 
peak efficiency.” 

Their mechanical repair facilities also enable 
them to renew shafts, rotor bars and laminations 
if required, and rebabbit journal bearings. They 
offer a comprehensive repair facility for pumps, 
including submersibles, and valves. The recon-
ditioning processes include thermal spraying, 
hard facing, and electro plating. Mech-Seal 
design and installation is used to upgrade pumps, 
as well as recasting impellors and replacement 
parts if required. Other refurbishment uses re-
inforced corrosion preventative systems, which 
includes reinforced glass flake lining for valve 
and pipe lining, floor and bund protection, and 
steel and concrete tank lining. 

The test equipment is very comprehensive with 
a sizable test bed area, and equipment enabling 
them to no load test AC and DC machines up to 
their rated voltage for 14.4Vac and 750Vdc. 
Rotary are working towards their IEC ex service  
facility certification, and they have a full set of 
calibrated micrometers for inside and outside 
measurement up to 950mm. They are also able 
to pressure test enclosures if required after re-
conditioning.

However the workshop is only the tip of the 
iceberg, and with the size of machines handled, 
they always have teams working on site. For the 

larger High Voltage machines and generators they 
often use Cryolean dry ice blasting for cleaning. 
This is portable and can be done in situ on site, 
and uses no solvents, or chemicals. The CO2 dry 
ice sublimates on contact with the area being 
cleaned leaving no secondary residue to clean 
up. The dry ice is the size of a rice pellet and is 
fired at high speed through the blast nozzle at 
very high sonic speeds. It changes back into CO2 
just before contact at -78°c. At this temperature 
the oil and dirt becomes thermally stressed and 
is just blown away from the area being cleaned, 
without damaging the surface, insulation or 

laminations. This method cuts down the cleaning 
time on a large machine to a matter of hours 
instead of days. 

The full range of field services offers removal, 
installation, and commissioning, on site machin-
ing and repairs, and maintenance. The condition 
monitoring services include thermography, vibra-
tion and spectrum analysis with full reports on 
their findings. Because a large number of pre-
mature failures are caused by misalignment (and 
energy wasted) they use the Swedish FixturLaser 
express alignment system for horizontal, vertical, 

A line up of Siemens ex motors ready for delivery in one part of their spacious workshop.
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machine train, and cardan shaft alignment, for 
lengths up to 20 metres. On High Voltage ma-
chines they carry out partial discharge monitor-
ing, and optical vibration analysis of the insula-
tion systems.

The company works closely with its customers 
to help with shutdowns and turnarounds, and 
provide wide ranging management programmes 
for rotating equipment. These include:
 
• Equipment identification and Storage manage-
ment.
• Recording machine maintenance and repair 
history.
• Providing root cause failure analysis and cor-
rective action recommendations.
• Energy saving and performance enhancement 
assessments.
• Predictive and preventative maintenance 
programmes to help with an agreed schedule 
of maintenance with customers, together with 
agreed customer responsibilities and mainte-
nance programmes.

As well as all the benefits of working closely with 
a customer, this attention to detail helps to 
minimise unexpected failures. This leads to 
increased efficiency and energy savings as well 

The Vacuum Impregnation Plant (VPI)

The insulation guillotine and copper stock.
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The frontage of Rotary Technical Services with a low loader pulled into the main doorway.

The light and spacious workshop area.

as lower repair costs with the plant operating at 
peak efficiency. 

Delcom Services Sdn Bhd (part of Deleum Bhd) 
an oil and gas services provider were so im-
pressed with Rotary’s capabilities, that they have 
agreed to purchase the entire share capital of 
the company. In a filing to Bursa Malaysia, Deleum 
said “The proposed acquisition will provide a good 
opportunity for the group to expand its current 
service capability in the oil and gas market,” 
Delcom currently concentrates on Gas Turbine 
Packages, Gas Turbine Technical Services, 
Subsea Production Development, Exploration, 
Bulking Services and Independent Power Produc-
tion. The combined expertise of both companies 
will provide a significant opportunity for Rotary 
Technical Services to continue its rapid expansion 
well into the future.
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Power and productivity
for a better world TM

ABB Limited
Daresbury Park, Daresbury
Warrington, Cheshire, WA4 4BT
Tel: +44 (0) 1925 741 111
Fax: +44 (0) 1925 741 693
© Copyright 2010 ABB.

Totally transforming...

From February 2010, ABB is phasing out the use of the EFF logo,

used to declare a motor's efficiency. In its place is a new

harmonised IE grading from the EuP Directive. This transition

affects single speed, three-phase 50 and 60 Hz induction motors

and aims to stop inefficient motors entering the European market. Whether your application

uses pumps, fans, conveyors or mixers, you will be affected.  

To discover the impact on your application call 07000 MOTORS 

(that’s 07000 668677) or visit www.abb.co.uk/energy

...the efficiency of your motor
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“Company that keeps the Queen cool 
celebrates 75 years in business.”

Turney Turbine Pumps of Distinction manufactured and  
supplied by Pumps and Motors.

This was the proud headline in the Harrow Times 
ten years ago now framed in Keith Sculls office 
about Turney Turbines, a company purchased by 
Pumps and Motors shortly afterwards.
That company, Turney Turbines, had moved to 
Harrow from central London in 1927. In the age 
of steam, it made small steam turbines well into 
the 1930’s. These small turbines are still to be 
found on traction engines and at steam fairs to 
power their lights etc. Utilizing a similar engineer-
ing knowledge, they moved on to manufacturing 
circulation pumps for central heating and air 
conditioning systems. The “Pumps of Distinction” 
moto seemed to help corner the market for the 
many prestige buildings in London such as Buck-
ingham Palace, The Mansion House, London 
Embassies, Wimbledon and many of the Muse-
ums.
It is a measure of Keith Sculls character, the 
owner and managing director of Pumps and Mo-
tors, that when he got frustrated because he was 
unable to get spares for a Turney Turbine pump, 
he bought the company! Keith had an excellent 
knowledge of Turney and was upset when he 
found the phone line and number had been can-
celled, undeterred he rang up the GPO a few days 
later, and to his great surprise was allowed to 

take on their number, because they had ceased 
trading.  Having rescued the phone number, he 
was then able to negotiate for the rest of the 
company’s stock, records and patents. The com-
pany had occupied a sizable premises on Station 
Road in the centre of Harrow, which had been 
Green Hill Farm, the last working farm in the cen-
tre of Harrow. It had been bought by a developer, 
and instead of selling the company, the owner 
Mr Engert, who was nearly 70, just shut the doors 
so that he could retire, but he had not reckoned 
on the determination of Keith Scull to keep the 
company going.
Turney Turbines had a reputation for high qual-
ity centrifugal circulation pumps. These electri-
cally belt driven inline centrifugal circulating 
pumps are used as heating and air conditioning 
pumps for public and commercial buildings with 
an operating Range from 0.5 to 53 Litres per 
second. The pumps incorporate stainless steel 
shafts, cast gunmetal bodies and impellors. They 
are suitable for pressures up to 390 kN/m²(130ft) 
and water temperatures up to 100°C. The cast 
iron pumps can be supplied with a bakelite inte-
rior and gunmetal fittings to make them suitable 
for use on secondary systems. They are very 
adaptable and increased duties can easily be 

achieved by increasing the motor size and pulley 
ratio.
The designs are simple, robust, and reliable, 
which has gained them great respect in the in-
dustry. All of their pumps are supplied with both 
a mechanical seal and a packed gland to ensure 
that there are no leakage problems. Perhaps one 
of their other strengths is the lack of noise due 
to their low running speed. The pumps are often 
fitted to replace other types of circulating pump 
where noise has become a problem. 

The records for Turney Turbine go back to 1955 
and are still contained in their original card index 
cabinets. The files are updated whenever a pump 
is worked on for maintenance, repair, or replace-
ment, and it is not uncommon for them to be 
working efficiently even after 40 years. Pumps 
and Motors can still supply spares for these units; 
proof that they really do “make them as they used 
to”!
Some customers are staggered that they can 
quote the full history of a pump installation going 
back up to 50 years, and see any patterns in 
failure etc.  All of this is available almost instan-
taneously by leaning back behind the phone to 
locate the record card. You can tell that both 
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From Turney Turbine to Turney Pump



Keith and Martin Hill, the customer service man-
ager, delight in having so much information at 
their finger tips; it is the sort of service that is 
normally only expected if you own an old Rolls 
Royce! The completeness of the records have 
helped Keith to continue to make improvements 
to the original designs, so that the pumps are 
continually being improved.  
As the amount of motor repair business he sees 
has declined, the Turney pumps have become 
more and more important covering a niche mar-
ket for circulation pumps which are fitted with a 
standard B frame motor.
The initial company Keith purchased was Ad-
vanced Rewinds, but as the number of rewinds 
the company carried out had declined, he 
changed the name to Pumps and Motors, which 
reflected much more what the company actually 
did.  Pumps and Motors completed 30 years last 
November, however this belies the fact that the 
company have records and designs and pumping 
experience going back over 85 years. 

Keith is fairly unique and admits he is a worka-
holic. However his lateral thinking appears to have 
found a solution - he moved his family up to 
Cheshire. He drives back to London each week, 
and while he is in London he can work the long 
hours he is used to, but when he is at home, 
there is no chance of him leaving the office late 
or being called out by a customer! He is fasci-

nated by history and mechanical history and how 
they used to make things. He is an engineer 
through and through, and although he may not 
be called out by a customer at the weekend, he 
is probably in the garage working on his old Aus-
tin 8.
His staff has now grown to around 25 with some 
manufacturing and finishing off pump compo-
nents, assembling new circulating pumps to or-
der, as well as carrying out pump repairs. Many 
of the staff are out on site all over the capital 
looking after and maintaining circulation pumps 
throughout the city. They are also trained to work 
in confined spaces. The company do not limit 

 “You can tell that both 
Keith and Martin Hill, 
the customer service 
manager, delight in 
having so much infor-
mation at their finger 
tips, and it is the sort of 
service that is normally 
only expected if you 
own an old Rolls Royce!”

themselves just to Turney pumps, but also supply 
and service all other makes of pump and motor 
that they come across.
In the afternoon Keith is normally out visiting 
customers and has build up an excellent rapport 
with them. He loves a problem to get his teeth 
into, and because of this they now maintain most 
of the swimming pools, and leisure facilities in 
the area, as well as the pump rooms in hotels, 
museums, schools, etc. 
He did not say whether he still keeps the queen 
cool, but maybe he is quietly applying for that 
Royal Warrant.

Web Site: www.pumpsandmotors.co.uk

A cast and finished impellor for the Turney circulation pumps.
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Pumps & Motors remain specialists in the field of pump 
and motor repair and refurbishment; providing the 
building facilities industry with a comprehensive service 
throughout the City of London and the Home Counties.

Our skilled and practiced engineers provide fast and 
efficient on site services repairing all kinds of pumps, 
motors, fan scrolls, gearboxes and all means of rotating 
plant.

We also provide energy efficiency services as registered 

agents for installation of Inverter Drives.
For further details of our services please visit our website 
www.pumpsmotors.co.uk 
Our sales and service team are committed to providing 
a high standard of service, so, whatever your pump and 
motor needs we have the facilities and experience to 
assist you!!

PUMPS & MOTORS (UK) LTD    30 Years in the City... And still pumping!

Tel: 020 8507 2288
Web: pumpsmotors.co.uk

Units 3/4 Abbey Grange Works,
52 Hertford Rd, Barking, Essex, IG11 8BL

THEY DO MAKE THEM 
LIKE THEY USED TO

TURNEY TURBINESPumps of distinction
Pumps & Motors (UK) Ltd are the proud manufacturer and 
supplier of Turney Turbine electrically belt driven inline centrifugal 
circulating pumps; heating and air conditioning pumps for public 
and commercial buildings with operating Range from 0.5 to 
53 Litres per second up to a resistance of 390 KPa and water 
temperatures up to 90°C. 

Our cast iron pumps can be supplied with a bakelite interior and 
gunmetal fittings to make them suitable for use on secondary 
systems.  Increased duties can easily be achieved by increasing 
the motor size and the pulley ratio.  

We represent over 85 years of pumping experience. 

Our pumps are simple, robust and reliable and it is not 
uncommon for our pumps to be working efficiently after 40 
years; proof that they really do make them like they used to.

Pumps & Motors (UK) Ltd
pumpsmotors.co.uk
(020) 8507 2288



The solution is clear.Port Talbot

Tel: 01639 895815
Gloucester

Tel: 01452 726999
Bodmin

Tel: 01208 78440
Winsford

Tel: 01606 863343
Wexford (IRL)

Tel: 00353 87 2310577
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JOB LOCATION:

PRINERGY 3

Colours Used

www.pumpsupplies.co.uk

Pump Supplies owns and operates the largest hire fleet 
of electric submersible pumps and accessories in the UK.

As the largest UK distributor 
of ITT Flygt products and the 
owner of the largest hire fleet 
of Flygt pumps in the country, 
Pump Supplies offers a unique 
back-up service to fellow 
members of the AEMT.

This includes:

 Flygt electric submersible 
pump hire up to 180kW

 Available nationwide 24/7

Huge stocks of temporary 
pipework systems to suit  
up to 24” diameter

 New Flygt product and 
stocks of genuine Flygt 
spares and accessories

For service and commitment, 
contact us.
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High Voltage Motors (3300 Volts) up to 1000kw             2/4/6 poles  

Low Voltage Motors up to 500kw 2/4/6 poles  

Low Voltage Motors High Output up to 315kw 2/4/6 poles  

Low Voltage Motors Ally Frame up to 55kw 2/4/6 poles  

Low Voltage Motors up to 400kw 2/4/6 poles  

Low Voltage Motors EXNA up to 400kw  2/4/6 poles  

Low Voltage Motors Zone 21 & 22 up to 400kw 2/4/6 poles  

Low Voltage Motors EEXDE Zone 1 up to 150kw 2/4/6 poles  

Low Voltage Motors Drip Proof up to 400kw 
2/4    

poles  

Low Voltage Smoke Extraction up to 75kw 
2/4    

poles  

DC Motors up to 750kw  

         MMMEEEDDDWWWAAAYYY  

OOONNNEEE   NNNAAAMMMEEE   ---   OOONNNEEE   SSSTTTOOOPPP   ---   MMMAAANNNYYY   BBBRRRAAANNNDDDSSS   
 

 

 

 

*****  Available from our Stock *****  Available from our Stock 

24/7  *****24/7  *****   
 

OOOttthhheeerrr   BBBrrraaannndddsss   AAAvvvaaaiiilllaaabbbllleee:::   
 

 
 

 

 

  

 

Contact us on:      Tel:  01634 666388      Fax: 01634 867915     
24 hour mobile: 07710 755622    E-mail: TR@MEDWAY.UK.COM 



Mid Kent Electrical           
Engineering Group

“Only the         
highest quality of       
workmanship 
comes out of their 
workshops, 
and they go 
from strength to 
strength.”

It is fascinating to revisit a company after a few 
years and see how much it has progressed. Mid 
Kent Electrical Engineering Group have expand-
ed and diversified out of all proportion since the 
AEMT last visited it nine years ago. It is now a 
leading, well equipped UK mechanical engineer-
ing company, as much as an electrical engineer-
ing facility. The amount of site work carried out 
has also grown appreciably with a large propor-
tion of their staff normally out at customer’s 
premises. Their workshop has continued to grow 
and the skills they possess.

The company was formed in 1955 by Colin Savage 

helped by his wife Mary.   It still remains very 
much a family firm with Andrew Savage, manag-
ing director and Martin Savage, company secre-
tary/director, their sons are also now in the 
business forming the third generation in the 
company. 

In 1975 the company employed around 20 staff, 
and in 1986 they made their first acquisition: 
Autometric pumps. They continued to grow 
throughout the 90’s and opened a branch in 
Rainham in 1993. They acquired Southern Wind-
ings in Erith and opened the Sittingbourne branch 
in 1999. The Sittingbourne branch was a good 

A stator being rewound.
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Mid Kent now               
covers the whole 
of the South 
East from its 
three branches                       
employing over 
100 staff.

sized 15,000 square foot, but in 2001 the site 
next door became available adding another 
15,000 square foot to the premises and doubling 
its size. These are modern well lit premises, but 
despite their large size for a repair company there 
is no spare space, it is all efficiently utilised, and 
they already have some mezzanine working areas 
for electronic repairs, stores and offices.

With the original Detling branch only 10 miles 
from Sittingbourne it made sense to move the 
workforce and equipment into the Sittingbourne 
branch a few years ago. Mid Kent now covers the 
whole of the South East from its three branches 
employing over 100 staff. 
Over the last few years they have been keen to 
work with their suppliers in strategic partnerships.  
Placing great importance on their relationships 
with ABB as a motor service partner and drive 
alliance member offering technical service and 
support on ABB drives. They have worked closely 
with SKF for some time and have now become 
one of their new Certified Rebuilders for Electric 
Motors, which involved a demanding audit of their 
facilities. They also work closely with Flygt and 
their main supplier of consumables: Sprint. 

Mid Kent are the ABB Motor Service and Drives 
Alliance Partner for the South East. The strategic 

partner alliance has worked well, with both com-
panies benefiting from mutual goals. By combin-
ing their relative skills, and giving a commitment 
to each other, there has been considerable 
growth and a consolidation of the strength of 
ABB and Mid Kent in the South East. 

Such partnerships rely upon mutual trust and a 
common vision to create compatible cultures and 
systems, by setting clear boundaries for the terms 
of the relationship, and agreeing precise objec-
tives. They are clearly focused on achieving 
customer satisfaction. In Mid Kent’s case the 
partnership with ABB has been a win-win situation 
with both partners benefiting from increased 

sales and turnover by pooling their resources. 
They have up to a million pounds of motors avail-
able for delivery within 24 hours, with their main 
stock of motors carried at Sittingbourne, and 
can order backup stock from the large ABB 
central warehouse in Europe for delivery within 
72 hours. Mid Kent has also been appointed 
their service partner for High Voltage machines 
and Ex machines as well as the general purpose 
motors.

Mid Kent carry a stock of  ABB Variable Speed 
Drives (VSD’s) up to 315kW, offering a very 
complete package including  design,  supply, 
installation, and commissioning of the complete 
drive and soft start system. This includes the 
motor and inverter, enclosure and cabling, and 
training the customer’s staff to the customer’s 
requirements. Any enclosures are fully string 
tested before despatch to ensure that all the 
modules and components work together as re-
quired, they are also fully Electro Magnetically 
Compliant (EMC). The units can be wall or floor 
mounted with integral cooling if required, and 
are also made for hazardous area applications. 
An energy audit can be carried out to determine 
where the drives can really be effective in saving 
energy and the harmonics of the total installation 
are also taken into account.  Once installed they 

A rewound stator before going into the VPI tank.
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can provide a maintenance and service contract 
to ensure trouble free operation of the installa-
tion, and also provide remote monitoring of the 
drive installation. The company has recently 
added a range of sizable portable drives for hire, 
these can be used to support temporary pumping 
applications etc. as well as cover for any unex-
pected failures.

The Electrical                                            
Repair Workshop.

The electrical repair department covers AC and 
DC rotating machines up to 2 MW, transformers 
and all electro mechanical equipment repairs. 
Everything is to the highest standards with no 
compromise on quality, which has helped it to 
become the largest workshop of its kind in the 
South East. This section occupies 15,000 square 
feet (half the facility) serviced by 20 tonne gantry 
cranes. They have a small motor repair bay, where 
their apprentices start off, the company regu-
larly takes on around 4 apprentices a year. The 
motors come in and are steam-cleaned before 
stripping and being put into the controlled py-
rolysis burn off oven. To help with the stripping, 
they have a fully equipped engineering workshop 
if required, with a coupling remover capable of 
a 500 tonne pull. 

There are three winding machines: a hand fed 
Whitelegg machine, a computerised automatic 
coil winding machine Whitelegg WM4000, and 
an older Samatic winding machine, both these 

machines save considerable time by having 
preset sizes of common coil sizes in the machines 
memory. Once set up a complete set can be 
wound off without an operator guiding the wire 
onto it. The resulting coils are perfectly shaped 
and layered with no cross overs in the coils, which 
makes them quicker to feed onto the stator slots. 
These are all supplied with wire from wire dispens-
ers. 

The workshop is ISO9001 2000 and works to 
AEMT Best Practice. All motors over 30kW are 
insulated using vacuum pressure impregnation 

(VPI) after repair, which they have found provides 
the highest quality of repair. They also have a 
policy of using environmentally friendly cleaning 
plant and paint spraying. On completion the test 
bed is very comprehensive with High Voltage test 
facilities, and equipped with a 400kW dynamom-
eter for load testing. The repair facility is recog-
nised by ABB, as well as by Cummins Technolo-
gies for their generators.

The Pump Repair        
department:

Within the workshop there is a comprehensive 
area for the repair of all types of pumps including 
centrifugal, split case, and submersible pumps. 
They manufacture their own brand of Autometric 
centrifugal pumps, which can be built to the 
customer’s specifications for heavy duty indus-
trial, close coupled, and extended shaft versions. 
The pumps use standard metric framed motors 
and can also be fitted with single phase, DC, 
flameproof, and explosion proof versions to meet 
customer’s bespoke requirements. Any pump 
components coming in contact with liquid are 
made from 316 stainless steel, with cast iron or 
bronze options. All pumps are fitted with John 
Crane seals and supplied with individual test 
certificates. Their test facilities include Pressure 
and submerged testing and flow tests.

The pump section is backed up by a full technical 
department to solve pumping problems and 
advise on suitable replacement pumps. They are 

A view of the electrical workshop serviced by 20 tonne cranes.

 A split cased pump in the process of repair.
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repair agents for Flygt, and carry a full range of 
popular units by Flygt, Lowara, Gilkes, and Caprari 
pumps. This includes centrifugal, multistage, and 
submersible pumps, backed up by a large range 
of John Crane mechanical seals and gland 
packing. With a comprehensive engineering 
department they have no problem in balancing 
impellors or rebuilding corroded components by 
spiral welding and applying Belzona coatings for 
future protection and efficiency. When working 
on site they remove and reinstall pumps includ-
ing alterations to pipework, with engineers also 
trained for confined space working. They have 
also developed an expertise in Hazardous Area 
pump repairs and petrol pumps with all units 
being subjected to locked rotor tests after repair 
to test the units at full load current.

Gearbox repairs of all 
sizes.

Their strength in mechanical engineering also 
enables them to carry out comprehensive repairs 
to gearboxes. The staff are time served gearbox 
specialists able to repair any make of gearbox to 
the manufacturer’s original specification. Using 
spiral welding, metal spraying, and the facilities 
of their engineering department they can manu-
facture or repair worn and obsolete parts for the 

gearboxes. They also supply new gearboxes by 
Nord, Rossi, and gearboxes and couplings by 
Flender, David Brown, Hansen, and Renold, and 
couplings by Mayr, and Rexnord. They are repair 
agents for Nord Gearboxes. The largest gear-
boxes that Mid Kent handle are extremely heavy 
and have used their handling facilities to the full, 
but with the facilities available at Mid Kent in 
Sittingbourne if they cannot handle a gearbox 
repair there will be few other companies in the 
UK with the engineering capability to match.

SKF Certified Motor  
Rebuilder Program

Mid Kent have had a very close working relation-
ship with SKF for some considerable time. This 
started in 2004 when they shared a large condi-
tion monitoring contract close to them. This 
developed into them becoming an SKF Master 
of Maintenance in 2005, focusing on condition 
monitoring. The close relationship continued 
when they became the first company to pass the 
SKF rebuilder audit, which led to them becoming 
one of the first SKF certified rebuilders for elec-
tric motors in Europe. In the UK this program has 
now been rolled out to 5 other companies (all 
AEMT members) strategically placed to cover the 
whole of the UK.

The SKF certified rebuilder program was formu-
lated in the SKF factories to enhance the reliabil-
ity of electric motors, which were causing the 
largest proportion of manufacturing downtime. 
The companies they have selected all display a 
similar ethos to their customers, staff and stake-
holders. SKF provides in depth practical training, 
and certification of the companies technical 
expertise. To do this they have to pass a two day 
audit of their working methods and workshop 
practices. 

Understandably this concentrates very much on 
the cleanliness of the workshop and ensuring 
that bearings cannot become contaminated or 
damaged on fitting. The strip down area, and 
machining areas need to be screened off from 
the assembly area so that no dirt or swarf can 
get into the rebuilt machine. The cleanliness of 
the benches used for assembly is also paramount 
and any grease used should be applied from 
sealed applicators. Too often in the past there 
were tubs of grease open to the elements which 
attracted the swarf, dust and dirt from the work-
shop.

 The storage of the bearings is also scrutinised 
so that the boxes do not become dusty or con-
taminated during storage, and transferred to the 

A  gearbox after repair.
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bearing on opening. Care is also taken of cali-
brated micrometers and measuring equipment 
to ensure that the bearing housings are the 
correct size to accept the required bearing. All 
repairs must comply with the AEMT best practice 
which also aims to ensure the best energy effi-
ciency. When this is combined with the skills, 
expertise and market knowledge of a company 
like Mid Kent, it becomes a winning formula. 

The maintenance manager at the end user re-
ceives a repair service which has done everything 
possible to ensure that bearing life is not com-
promised in any way. They know that a company 
like Mid Kent has been audited to the highest 
standards required by SKF, as well as receiving 
the technical back up that SKF can provide. With 
40 to 70% of motor failures typically attributed 
to bearing failure this scheme has been a major 
advance in ensuring that the figure is minimised, 
and is helping user’s to run their plant much more 
efficiently. The small extra cost of a repair carried 
out to the highest standards by a company like 
Mid Kent is paid back many times over by the 
increased reliability of the production process. 
This is so often overlooked by the user.

This does not just stop at the workshop, but ties 
in with the SKF Asset Efficiency Program includ-
ing the quality of condition monitoring. Mid Kent 
always have a large number of their workforce 
out on site carrying out plant maintenance, refits 
and modifications, general contract labour, and 
on site fault finding and diagnosis. Their condition 
monitoring services include SKF laser alignment 
of shafts pulleys and belts, vibration analysis 
and bearing monitoring, dynamic balancing, and 
thermography.  With SKF these skills are built 
into a program designed to take predictive main-
tenance to a new level. It starts with a preliminary 
assessment to identify all the machines that are 
critical to the operation of a plant. The number 
of machines and their locations are identified as 
data points. The type of data point and lubrication 
used is documented as well as any other key 
information required. This is built into a site map 
with the data collection points and equipment 
included in the program clearly identified, and 
programmed into a data collection routine. A 
database is put together to track the operating 
parameters and establish trends for analysis with 
the support of SKF. Alarms and alerts are also 
determined and programmed in. By working 
closely with the customer an SKF performance 
report is prepared to look at the current condition 
of the equipment and identify any pending prob-
lems which require remedial action to ensure 
reliability and improve performance. 

 Above: Their large lathe capable of taking turning items of 1.8 metres diameter and 16.5 metres long.
 Below: A large impellor on their Kearns-Richards CNC boring machine.
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Electronic repair          
department.

The electronics division of MKE carries out repairs 
to a wide range of equipment. As well as techni-
cal service, support, and repairs to variable speed 
drives for ABB, Allen-Bradley, Siemens etc, they 
are able to repair industrial Robotics and control-
lers by Kuka, GE Fanuc, Bosch Rexroth (for-
merly Indramat)PLC’s, Siemens etc. CNC and 
PCB’s and monitors by Allen-Bradley (Rockwell). 
Servo motors and stepper motors by Siemens, 
Parker Digiplan, Roxreth, GE Fanuc etc. This is a 
specialised area and MKE have continued to 
diversify to ensure that they can meet all their 
customers’ requirements.

A keyway being cut in a machined rotor shaft.
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them to achieve this, and it has stood them in 
great stead. Unlike many companies all motors 
over a certain size are VPI’ed, and unlike many 
companies the majority of motors are load tested.  
As only a handful of companies have invested in 
these facilities, this is where the difference 
comes in. They have a young and active sales 
force led by Shaun Stickings, operations manager, 
and to their great credit have managed not to 
make any redundancies in the recent recession. 
With so many jobs going through the workshop, 
an LCD monitor is placed in the sales office to 

Mechanical                  
Engineering Expertise.

Last but by no means least is the MKE engineer-
ing facility run by Simon Cattell, the mechanical 
engineering manager. This is a very major op-
eration occupying 15,000 square foot of the 
Sittingbourne site. The company prides itself in 
never having to turn work away, and looking at 
the size of some of the equipment they have this 
is no idle aim. The engineering department is a 
standalone entity, which does not rely on the 
electrical engineering department for its work. 
With a highly skilled workforce they are able to 
manufacture, fabricate or repair a very wide range 
of bespoke items. Their fabrication and welding 
department offers TIG, MIG, and MMA in mild 
steel, stainless steel, aluminium, cast iron and 
bronze, including the copper post heat and 
preheat system. Obsolete worn or damaged 
components are reclaimed using the latest spiral 
welding techniques, as well as metal spraying 
and Belzona coatings. Some specifications of the 
sizes of repairs they can handle are: 

• Turning: 1.8m diameter x 16.5 metres long.
• Milling: 5 metres by 1.03metres.
• Vertical boring: 3metres diameter by 1.75m 
high,
• Horizontal boring: 2.4 metres x 1.5m x 1.5m.
• Slotting- 530stroke: 530mmx 1250mm x 2.5m 
diameter.
• Radial drilling.
• Vertical and Horizontal presses of 70 tonne, 
200 tonne and 500 tonne.

The work comes from all over the South East and 
includes a special department carrying out work 
to Rail bogeys. The company has an impressive 
fleet of vans, pickup trucks and lorries with Hyabs 
attached for collecting work. 

It is impressive how MKE have continued to grow 
and with so much family involvement it has kept 
up with developments. Andrew Savage was 
President of the AEMT from 2003/5, and Bill Prior, 
who was manager of the Detling branch until he 
retired a few years ago, was President of the AEMT 
from 1995/6. They have placed great value in 
the association for meeting others with similar 
businesses and being able to visit and talk to 
other companies and see how they have diversi-
fied etc. When you look around the company you 
can see that they have comprehensively capital-
ised and invested in every opportunity and done 
it to the best of their ability.

It is a great credit to the company that they have 
left no stone unturned. They are a major player 
in every sphere that other companies have ex-
panded into. Quality has been their driving target 
and their strategic partnerships with companies 
like ABB, Cummins, Flygt and SKF have helped 

give the up to date position of all the work going 
through, so that the sales team can watch the 
progress of customers’ jobs. All branches are 
linked together using the EMIR computer system 
from Solutions in IT, which has been tailor made 
for the industry. 

Some companies feel that they cannot afford to 
carry out repairs to the highest quality. Mid Kent 
use it as their bible, and they have gone from 
strength to strength because of it.

Web site: www.mke.co.uk 

One of their vertical boring machines.

The company prides 
itself in never having 
to turn work away, and 
looking at the size of 
some of the equipment 
they have this is no idle 
aim. 
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Let the Drum Roll for Interroll

Interroll have set a cracking pace over the last ten 
years to become a world leader in internal con-
veyor systems. Even in a recession they continue 
to expand with a major new building in Sinsheim 
to house all the production facilities and head-
quarters for the Interroll Automation division. The 
building is due for completion in the next few 
months, and capable of a major increase in that 
divisions turnover.

Interroll was founded in 1959 by Dieter Specht 
and Hans von Stein in Germany, but moved its 
group headquarters to San Antonino in Switzerland 
in the 1980’s. The Interroll Group was listed on 
SIX the Swiss Stock Exchange in 1997.

The company design and put together modular 
conveyor systems, which includes the slave rollers, 
belt conveyors, etc. and incorporating the Interroll 
drum motors. This is no longer an elementary 
system of rollers and motors, but has become 
highly sophisticated and refined application of 
many engineering disciplines to provide exactly 

what companies require, quickly, efficiently and 
electronically controlled to save on energy. The 
main markets range from the simplest supermar-
ket checkout, to complex central delivery depots, 
from food processing and beverage, to bakeries 
and confectionary, baggage handling at Interna-
tional airports to parcel and letter sorting, and 
many manufacturing applications. For this they 
have developed a focused product portfolio, which 
incorporates a wide range of drum motors, con-
veyors, rollers, roller drives, belt conveyors, storage 
systems, sorters and process automation. 

Interroll began to spread its wings when it took 
over the Danish company Joki in 1987. The Danish 
pioneered the planetary gear system for the drum 
motor, which was a major advance in their design. 
Having built up a well respected company, the 
founder Dieter Specht handed over to a new CEO 
Paul Zumbuhl in 2000. He refocused the group 
strategically to concentrate on internal conveyor 
systems and disposed of non-core activities. The 
transformation of the company since then has 

been incredible. They soon purchased the French 
company SIPA Roller SA in October of that year.  
Interroll had also worked very closely with Rulli 
Rulmeca Spa of Bergamo in Italy. They formed a 
strategic partnership with the Italian company, 
who specialise in making conveyor idler rollers. 
This co-operation led to a total realignment of the 
industry in 2003.  Rulmeca concentrated on 
severe conveyor rollers for bulk material applica-
tions as found in quarries, coal mines, etc. 
Rulmeca took over the bulk handling areas of 
Interroll, which included the larger drum rollers 
and external conveyor systems. The purchase went 
ahead just after an agreed bid by Interroll for 
Norbert Axmann. Axmann were formed in 1974 
and had become a major manufacturer of con-
veyor systems, as well as baggage handling and 
postal sorting. It had its main engineering facilities 
in Sinsheim, Germany as well as a smaller produc-
tion facility in Jeffersonville, Indiana/USA. This 
major strategic purchase increased the size and 
market penetration of Interroll substantially, and 
the Axmann and Interroll ranges were merged into 
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Testing remanufactured motors after repair.



one. Following the acquisition the headquarters 
of Interroll Automation were moved back to 
Germany to the Axmann factory in Sinsheim, as 
well as its research and development unit. With 
a great synergy between the two companies this 
was a win-win situation and in the words of Inter-
roll’s CEO Paul Zumbuhl it added up to “1+1 = 
4”, a real doubling in value!

Having fully integrated these two companies Inter-
roll then acquired BDL Maschinenbau GmbH, a 
Wassenberg-based manufacturer of drives for belt 
conveyors three years later in 2006. They were 
particularly strong on conveyors for harsh operat-
ing conditions such as in the food industry, where 
the conveyors have to cope with lots of water, ice 
etc. This was another “1+1=4” situation “When 
two high calibre crews join together, there is every 
chance that they will outperform the competition 
wherever they venture”. The next year they pur-
chased Werner Motor Company in Canada, who 
were strong on conveyors and drum motors for 
check out counters. 

Interroll now employs over 1,400 people worldwide 
at 28 subsidiaries. They had also taken larger 
interests in some of their overseas partnerships 
and star ted to  manufacture in 
Samutprakarn,Thailand, and Suzhou in China. The 
company is now split into three global business 
units: 
• The Interroll Drives and Rollers unit concentrates 
on conveyor components such as rollers and intel-
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Testing drum motors at the 
factory.

Chris Middleton the MD of Interroll Drives and Rollers in the UK.

ligent drives for belt and roller conveyors. It is 
dedicated to producing intelligent solutions for 
conveyor system manufacturers.
• The Interroll Automation unit produces con-
veyor modules and sub-systems especially for 
mail-sorting offices, mail-order companies and 
distribution centres.
• Interroll Dynamic Storage unit equips distribu-
tion centres with innovative dynamic storage 
modules for high-throughput goods. The Centre 
of Excellence for this division is La Roche sur yon, 
France

Interroll has structured its areas of expertise into 
specialised “Centres of Excellence”. Each Centre 
of Excellence is responsible for a specific product 
or product group worldwide. This includes product 
management, research and development, techni-
cal assistance for local assembly and production 
units as well as strategic purchasing and logistics. 
Interroll Drives & Rollers has four Centres of Excel-
lence which produce over 300million drum motors 
a year.

• Conveyor Rollers  are based in Wermelskirchen, 
Germany, 
• Industrial Drum Motors  are in Baal, Germany, 
• Check out counter drives and Drum Motors  are 
centred in Copenhagen, Denmark 
• DC RollerDrives are in Wilmington/NC, USA. 

Interroll offer a diverse, high quality range of 
maintenance-free, reliable drum motors and 
conveyor rollers that are designed to tackle even 
the most difficult applications in materials han-
dling. They are manufactured from high quality 
materials including mild steel, stainless steel or 
rubber profiled lagging, with specially designed 
housing seals to protect the roller bearings, in 
diameters from 16 mm to 190 mm and lengths 
from 70 mm to 3500 mm. 

They are ultra-compact, totally enclosed and 
sealed to IP66 making them impervious to dust, 
water, oil, fats, and other corrosive or problem-
atic substances. The streamlined design makes 
them the suitable for industries with stringent 
hygiene standards. Interroll Drum Motors are 
maintenance free and very reliable requiring no 
chains, belts, sprockets, or pedestal bearings. 
They can be assembled much quicker than con-
ventional drives, and are quiet in operation. They 
are much more efficient than systems using 
gearboxes and offer high energy savings with 
ratings of up to 97%.   

The latest generation of high performance “intel-
ligent” rollers for conveyors meet a multitude of 
needs for customised conveyor control and revo-
lutionises the automated conveyor industry. These 
are 24volt DC powered RollerDrive and DriveCon-
trol products and represent a major technological 
breakthrough. The entire four-quadrant control 
unit has been accommodated inside the roller 

drum, which opens up a host of new possibilities 
for applications requiring more compact designs. 
This also reduces the assembly times required 
during installation.

Their newest ranges of DriveControl have en-
hanced diagnostics for zero pressure accumula-
tion solutions and the Z-Card gives the opportu-
nity for multi-zone accumulation control for all 
RollerDrive motor types. This is the heart of what 
is known as the Intelliveyor, and gives Interroll a 
significant competitive and technical advantage 
globally. 

They draw together 
all the strands of 
our global expertise:      
engineering, practical 
know-how, applica-
tion consultancy and      
experience. They are 
the technical back-
bone for the premium 
quality of our product 
range in the global 
market.”
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A long press essential for the repair of the drums.



Paul Zumbühl of Interroll stressed that his company’s ambitious growth strategy would be achieved through innovation, service, geographical expansion, 
best-in-class production technology, and financial strength. This is driven by Centres of Excellence, which “generate economies of scale with larger production 
volumes, which lowers costs and continuously improve our competitive advantage. The Centres of Excellence specialise in their defined product area to the 
point where they attain ‘best-in-class’ standard. They draw together all the strands of our global expertise: engineering, practical know-how, application con-
sultancy and experience. They are the technical backbone for the premium quality of our product range in the global market.”

“We believe that 
customer service 
is of paramount              
importance and 
should never be                
taken for granted.”
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Some of the Interroll Range
of Drum Motors.

Assembling the repaired drum motors.

A new Centre of Excellence for Conveyor Modules 
and Subsystems is being built in Sinsheim im 
Kraichgau in Germany. To date the operations of 
Interroll Automation GmbH have been housed in 
four different buildings in Sinsheim. They will now 
all be combined under one roof in a new 12,300 
m² building to house the production area,  and a 
two-storey office area covering 3,366 m². The new 
building is designed to be energy efficient and 
environmentally friendly. There is also room for 
future expansion with plenty of additional space 
on the site of approximately 10.5 acres (42,700 
m²). It is hoped that the new premises will enable 
the workforce to double from the current 160 to 
over 300. As it has been designed for maximum 
productivity in terms of its workflow and equipment 
using Kaizan lean manufacturing techniques, the 
new facility will be capable of a major increase in 
their production.

In the UK there was a production facility in the 
factory in Corby, as this production was for Inter-
roll Automation it was moved back to Sinsheim in 
2003. The UK premises were taken over by their 
strategic partner Rulmeca to produce all variety 
of rollers. Interroll maintained its offices on the 
site and a full sales and service centre for drives 
and rollers. The managing director for this division 
in the UK is Chris Middleton, who had previously 
run the BDL operation in the UK.
You certainly get the impression that anything that 
Chris does not know about drum motors and belt 
drives is probably not worth knowing. His knowl-
edge of the industry would make him a good 
contender for master mind on the subject! The 
facility is able to service and repair all makes of 
drum motor and with the heritage of Interroll this 
includes Joki, Axmann, BDL and Werner. It is in-
teresting that Joki motors built before their take 
over by Interroll in 1987 were painted red, and 
after that date yellow, which are the Interroll 
colours. With their close association with Rulmeca 
they also act as a service and repair centre for 
the larger bulk handling drum motors and belt 
drives including the larger Rulmeca, and Joki drum 
motors for quarries and outside bulk handling 
conveyors. 

The centre has a large stock of spares so that it 
is able to offer a rapid turn round for repairs of 
all types of drum motor and belt drive.  They offer 
four levels of service: bronze, silver, gold and 
platinum. The platinum service aims to return 
drum motors and idler pulleys to a customer in 3 
to 5 hours, the gold service within 24 hours. They 
have the tooling, equipment, and presses to 
ensure that the high levels of ingress protection 
are maintained after repair, as well as ensuring 
the correct alignment of the gears and bearings. 
All repaired machines are tested for a prolonged 
period after repair to ensure that bearings are 
run in and that the repaired and recycled units 
meet the low noise level requirements.
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The company knows that “Service is Paramount” and motor failure on a conveyor system often results 
in unacceptable and costly downtime.  Interroll have developed an international service network to 
handle any problems, supply replacement Drum Motors, and offer professional engineering support 
from their regional service centres. 

Chris Middleton, who is the Managing Director for Interroll Drives and Rollers in the UK, endorses this 
commitment “We believe that customer service is of paramount importance and should never be taken 
for granted. Our success has come about by a combination of factors - firstly, our drum motors are en-
gineered to the highest standards, but then we make certain that we can get the product to the cus-
tomer on time, to the right specification, and provide them with the after sales support that industry 
demands these days. Be it a food processing plant, packaging line or even an airports baggage handling 
conveyor. We have made a major commitment to structuring a dedicated service department with repair 
workshop and comprehensive stocks of spares in order for us to support our customers throughout the 
UK.”

Interroll have set themselves some very ambitious targets, but with their dynamic leadership they are 
achieving their goals. The company has come a very long way in the past few years. It is now a world 
leader for internal conveying systems with a high profile, high quality, and attention to detail.  When 
backed up by excellent service it becomes a winning formula. 

Interroll Ltd.
Brunel Road, Earlstrees Industrial Estate, Corby, Northants, NN17 4UX
Tel: +44(0) 1536 200 322     Fax: +44(0) 1536 748 515 
e.mail: gb-sales@interroll.com     Website:  www.interroll.com

Interroll conveyor
drum motors.

Not just a number, well labelled stock in their stores.



Advanced Rail Motor Testing at
BRUSH Traction Loughborough

The Heritage of Brush Traction at its 70 acre site 
in Loughborough stretches back to 1864, when 
the Henry Hughes Locomotive Works was estab-
lished to service the rapidly growing need of the 
Victorian railway age for locomotives. Through 
various company acquisitions and mergers Brush 
Traction was formed as an autonomous part of 
the Brush Group, which also included Brush 
Electric Motors and Brush Transformers.

Brush Traction is now a one stop shop for the 
servicing and repair of all aspects of locomotive 
electric traction motors, which includes diesel 
electric generator sets, alternators, and auxil-
iary motors both DC and AC; in addition bogie 
frame and wheel sets are built and serviced at 
their Falkirk plant.

Back in the 1970s the company built the original 
High Speed Traction (HST) power cars for British 
Rail, and has recently won the contract for the 
overhaul of 80 of their traction motors.  The 
design and construction of the Channel Tunnel 
7MW Shuttle locomotives was another success 
for the company. These are now being returned 
in rotation for servicing. Overhead catenary 

250KV light rail and 750V DC Tube stock motors 
are also part of the Brush portfolio. 

Advanced analysis and motor testing systems 
have been established as part of the company’s 
quality and reliability programme. Whitelegg/
Baker testers play a significant part of the motor 
testing with the provision of a Baker D12 surge 
tester along with an AT101 high current bar to 
bar test unit. These are designed to maximize 
motor testing effectiveness in a lightweight, 
rugged format. 
The Baker units are used to carry out a number 
of standard tests on DC and AC motor fields in-
cluding auxiliary and compressor motors and 
alternators to detect interturn shorts. The D12R 
instrument is also used for testing AC traction 
motor stators, which are asynchronous induction 
motors.
Michael Herring is Sales Director of Whitelegg 
Machines Ltd, who are Sales and Support Agents 
for Baker Instruments Inc. (an SKF Group 
Company) He explains:
“At Brush the D12R tester provides winding resist-
ance, DC flash and surge tests, with the ability 
to store and down load up to ten sets of test 

results.  An additional unit, the AT-101 bar to bar 
unit, can be used in conjunction with the D12R 
to provide testing for DC armatures.
Baker surge testing is the only method of detect-
ing weak turn to turn insulation (copper to copper) 
which will eventually lead to premature motor 
failure.  The surge test works by sending high 
voltage impulses into the winding, which creates 
a potential difference between the turns.”
Machines engineer Julian Critchlow is the enthu-
siastic champion of Baker Testing at Brush. He 
became aware of the technology through col-
leagues in the industry. Having now worked with 
Baker test sets for several months he is enthu-
siastic about their capability to undertake all the 
standard motor test procedures as well as the 
important surge test. 
“Apart from being the industry standard in motor 
fault analysis, its capability to produce reports 
and trending analysis makes it an amazingly 
useful tool: a suite of tests can also be compared 
on one sheet. Customers are now requesting that 
the Baker test forms part of the contractual 
obligation for quality assurance. The sale of 
historic trending from a series of traction motor 
tests is also a useful revenue stream for us.”

A Baker AT101 bar to bar test unit fitted on top of the D12 tester.
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The Baker surge test unit is now used by Brush 
during normal motor overhaul in the UK, to avoid 
failures in service due to interturn shorts. Typi-
cally a failure of a motor in service under war-
ranty can cost up to £50,000 to rectify. This in-
cludes the repair, removal, and re-fitment costs 
incurred by the train operator and any fines from 
Network Rail for blocking the line. 
With such high failure costs and the extreme 
conditions that rail traction motors have to 
endure, the Whitelegg Baker Test equipment can 
rapidly pay for itself.

Web sites:
Whitelegg Machines: www.whitelegg.com  
Brush Traction: www.brushtraction.com 

“Back in the 1970s 
the company built the         
original HST power 
cars for British Rail and 
has recently won the           
contract for the overhaul 
of 80 of their traction 
motors.” 

A Baker D12R surge tester being used 
to check the stator of a Brush traction motor.



For over 60 years The Anstee & Ware Group 
have provided electrical and mechanical engi-
neering services to UK industry. They are well 
placed to service the needs of industries from 
their 7 sites which are as diverse as steel, aero-
space, oil and gas, to utilities, paper and quar-
rying.

The company has also identified an important 
market opportunity to become leaders in the 
servicing and repair of traction motors for the 
expanding rail and mass transit industry. They 
agreed to invest in the latest technology to 
enable rapid and high quality repairs to traction 
motors at their Castle Donington site, adjacent 
to the famous motor racing circuit.

The company prepared specification documents 
for open tendering and based on their very long 
association with Whitelegg Machines and a 
competitive quote, Whitelegg were asked to 
supply key pieces of equipment.

Their new Traction Motor servicing cell needed 
the equipment to be in place quickly to win the 

major rail contracts they were pitching for. The 
key items specified were a Baker D65R surge 
tester, a TIG Welder and Undercutting machine, 
which were sourced by Whitelegg from Rimac of 
Italy, along with a new test panel capable of 
0-1200 volts DC.

At Anstee and Ware the normal process for DC 
Traction Motor servicing having received a motor 
at their works is to dismantle, clean, stove, and 
inspect with a preliminary bar to bar surge test 
of the armature leading to go or no go on the 
repair. If no go, the armature is completely 
rewound with new coils, a second surge test is 
done, followed by TIG welding the coils to the 
commutator risers. The sequence continues 
with vacuum impregnation, lathe skimming for 
concentricity, and dynamic balancing. Another 
bar to bar test is followed by the undercutting 
and a final bar to bar test. The whole motor is 
then run on a test bed at up to 1200V DC. With 
the addition of the equipment, Anstee & Ware 
Ltd are now able to offer a 5 day turnaround as 
a norm. 

FAST AND ACCURATE WELDING.

The need for high accuracy and rapid TIG 
welding after replacing the armature coils is vital 
to the reliability of the machines. The automatic 
Rimac TIG welder specified by Whitelegg can 
handle core diameters from 100 – 1500mm 
and up to an unlikely 999 bars!

The unit is easy to set up, so that the welder 
torch automatically moves on to the next weld 
until the riser is complete, with bar indexing via 
a stepper motor. The time taken over the tradi-
tional manual welding of new coils to commuta-
tor bars has been reduced to four hours and is 
much more accurate.

UNDERCUTTING TIME.

With the new fully automatic Rimac undercutter 
in place, the time taken for working a typical 
Class 66 traction motor has also been reduced 
from 6 hours to 45 minutes! This highly accu-
rate, servo controlled machine is incredibly easy 
to set up.  An important operator aid is the 

Whitelegg Supports Anstee & Ware
to win a new Traction Motor Contract.

The Rimac TIG Welder with Exhaust extraction in place.
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camera with 10x magnification and 15inch LCD 
screen, enabling easy observation of the cutting 
area. Laser positioning ensures very high ac-
curacy, unmatched by hand.

THE IMPORTANCE OF TESTING.

Michael Herring, Sales Director of Whitelegg 
machines added
 “Electrical testing plays a major part in this 
programme and the Baker D65R tester was 
chosen for its advanced capabilities, which were 
designed to maximise testing accuracy in a 
lightweight sturdy format with additional predic-
tive maintenance testing capabilities.” 

The Baker D65R Digital winding tester can 
perform Winding Resistance, meg-ohm, PI, DC 
HiPot and Surge tests, as well as digitize and 
store data for future use. The Surge test detects 
faults in the inter-turn insulation. Using ad-
vanced analog-to-digital conversion hardware, 
the D series captures the surge test waveform, 
stores it, and allows a complete test report to be 
printed.

The lower impedance of the series-wound arma-
tures in traction motors makes accurate surge 
testing of these coils difficult with normal equip-
ment. The D65R allows the user to safely test 

these coils using higher currents, which was of 
particular relevance to Anstee and Ware’s re-
quirements. A specific voltage is applied to ad-
jacent commutator bars to test the coils, reduc-
ing the need for excessively high voltages, which 
could damage a coil. 

The vision of Keith Hayes, the Technical Director 
of Anstee and Ware, in targeting the Traction 
Motor repair market with new and enhanced test 
equipment, has paid off. The company has won 
contracts for rewinding both Alternators and 
Traction motors for the ex British Rail HST, High 
Speed Traction power cars, as well as Class 66 
freight loco’s traction motor overhauls.

Summing up the programme Keith states, “We 
knew we had to take the first step in modernis-
ing the repair operation at Castle Donington, 
before tendering for contracts. In the event, the 
equipment supplied by Whitelegg, together with 
their training and support, helped ensure that 
my team were in a position to go ahead with 
confidence in pitching for the new business. 
With our  ISO9001 quality system and ISO14001 
environmental certification, we are now well 
placed to serve customers for many years to 
come”.

Riser bars to be trimmed prior to welding.

The Betamatik control panel and LCD Screen 
providing 10x magnification and laser accuracy 
for fast accurate undercutting.

Whitelegg Machines: www.whitelegg.com
Anstee and Ware:  www.ansteeware.co.uk   
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Rewinds and J Windsor design their 
New Spiral Welding Machine

Rewinds and J Windsor LTD is bucking the trend 
in the decline of UK engineering and looking to a 
buoyant future for its Merseyside employees. 
Established over 80 years ago and with organic 
growth through acquisition, Rewinds and J Windsor 
(RJW) now employs over 130 personnel at its three 
sites. The company originally built its reputation 
on ship repairs then moved into heavy electrical 
and mechanical engineering. The company is 
unique in the UK for holding both the DNV ac-
creditation for welding processes as well as the 
ASME qualification for spiral welding.

Looking to the future they have invested up to 
£100,000 in a uniquely designed and purpose 
built, spiral welding machine for the  reclamation 
and refurbishment of all types of rotating equip-
ment and other components for chemical and 
paper processing, quarrying, marine and general 
industry. The investment in the spiral welder came 
about through the realisation that the existing 
equipment was too small for the very large com-
ponents that were being offered and that the new 
equipment on the market was not wholly suitable. 
Engineering Manager, Mark Lavelle, decided to 
design, and have built from scratch, a welder 

specifically for their company. 

The new spiral welder offers a fully automated 
and digitally programmable control of the weld 
head position and rotating mechanism, which 
gives high accuracy and repeatability. It is very 
versatile and able to carry out many reclamation 
tasks, not just external or radial, but also trans-
verse and internal repairs.

The ability to weld dissimilar metals including high 
grade steels ensures that the finished shaft or 
component has equal or better strength than the 
original. The welding materials are chemically 
matched to the parent metal of the shafts to 
provide a completely homogeneous metallogical 
structure as per the original. Unlike other forms 
of reclamation such as metal spraying and other 
bonding processes, spiral welding is suitable for 
pieces subject to heavy loads, high torque, and 
vibration, providing a hard wearing solution. Abra-
sion and corrosion resistant materials can be 
overlaid onto an existing shaft material to improve 
the performance of the component and signifi-
cantly extend its useful life. The maximum capac-
ity for shafts is  1600mm diameter, maximum 

length 6000mm, and up to 5 tonnes.

On receipt of a component for refurbishment 
extensive metallurgical tests are undertaken to 
verify the parent metal and its suitability for repair. 
The spiral welding method integrates both the 
parent metal and the chosen performance match-
ing alloys to the worn, damaged, or new compo-
nent. The process is undertaken in an inert Argon 
Gas atmosphere (usually MIG) to prevent oxidation 
during the welding. The spiral welding process 
equalises the stress built up during the normal 
welding processes.  The rotational speed ensures 
minimal effect on the original metal structure, 
and the appropriate cooling methods are used to 
balance the stresses and avoid distortion. The 
weld head is water cooled for a consistent ap-
plication of material, and where necessary, pre-
heating and post weld heat treatments are carried 
out in accordance with the appropriate British 
Standards. 

The spiral welding process is designed to reclaim 
damaged elements, both large and small, to the 
highest standard. The main applications are 
shafts, crane wheels, rollers, Archimedes screws, 

Mark Lavelle, RJW  Engineering Manager,  explaining the capabilities of the new spiral welder to Dr Bob John, The Chief Executive of The Welding Institute, with Steve Woods 
from Business Link and Tim Marks of the AEMT.
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shafts and other components. All drive shaft 
keyway slots can be repaired and new, accurate 
keyways cut. Threaded areas can be reclaimed 
and re-cut successfully and tapered areas can be 
repaired. In addition to shafts and rollers, the 
internal bores of wheels and other similar equip-
ment can also be successfully refurbished to a 
minimum diameter of 25mm.

Full material inspection using magnetic particle 
detection equipment and other non-destructive 
testing techniques are used throughout the 
process. Testing is carried out before and after 
welding, ensuring components are free from 
cracks or flaws. 

Mark Lavelle, the engineering manager, claimed 
that he could not remember the last time Rewinds 
and J Windsor had had to turn away an engineer-
ing job. It is a very well equipped workshop with 
some impressive machinery. With the addition of 
the new spiral welder they have a unique oppor-
tunity to seek out some really large parts for 
reclamation at 6 metres long and 1.5 metres 
diameter, and if the parts are larger than that: I 
am sure that Mark will be determined to find a 
solution. With a growing business in the repair of 
Wind Turbines it may not be too long before they 
get that challenge. 

Rewinds and J Windsor website:   
www.rjweng.com

The new spiral welder with a large gearshaft and keyway to be reclaimed. 

Spiral welding the shaft on an oil seed rotary diverter. 



Daleel Petroleum in Oman
increase crude oil pumping by 45%.

WEG Middle East has successfully overcome a 
tough challenge to engineer and supply three 
250kW HGF motors to fit in the same space en-
velope previously occupied by three 132kW Loher 
pump motors at the Daleel Petroleum Oil Field in 
Oman. The ability of WEG to provide the motors 
and VFD drives – all with 3- year warranty - is 
enabling Daleel Petroleum to increase the output 
of three crude oil shipping pumps by 45% respec-
tively; each pump now being capable of shipping 
16000 bpd (barrels per day), instead of 11,000 
bpd previously. This increase also offers the ad-
vantage of enabling one pump to be withdrawn 
at any time for maintenance, without Daleel Pe-
troleum incurring penalties for falling below its 
contracted pumping rate of 30,000bpd.

Located in a remote area of Oman, the Daleel 
Petroleum Oil Field is responsible for a series of 
exploration and production wells. The crude oil is 
collected via a series of pipelines and manifolds, 
treated to remove water, sand and salt, to meet 
the specification set by Petroleum Development 
Oman (PDO), and then stored in large tanks. The 
next stage of the process is to pump the oil from 
the storage tanks to the PDO pipeline network; 
this is the task of three crude oil shipping pumps, 
which until recently were running at close to full 
capacity in order to meet production targets.

Currently the agreement between Daleel and the 

Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) stipulates 
that Daleel has to feed 30,000 bpd of crude oil 
into the PDO pipeline. This figure was only achiev-
able by running all three of Daleel’s existing crude 
oil pumps at the same time (providing 33,000 
bpd maximum). With no spare capacity for main-
tenance, this ‘full-on’ operation posed a serious 
risk to production, and also financial penalties.
Flowserve were asked to look at increasing the 
output of the crude oil pumps so that Daleel could 
meet its daily pumping obligations with just two 
pumps operating at any one time, instead of all 
three. 

The project required the 132kW motors to be 
upgraded to 250kW, and was complicated by the 
customer requesting that the 250kW units should 

occupy no more space than the existing 132kW 
pump motors to simplify installation. The require-
ment for the three motor and VSD control pack-
ages was urgent, and the delivery time was a 
crucial element in determining which motor man-
ufacturer would secure the order.

In the final analysis, and despite tough competi-
tion, WEG was the chosen supplier, due to the 
engineering support it provided, plus a faster de-
livery time and the security to the customer of a 
3- year warranty on the motor and VSD packages 
supplied.

The WEG package comprised 3 – 250kW, 
315C/D/E HGF 2 -pole motors, plus three CFW-09 

 250kW WEG HGF motors fit in the same space envelope previously occupied by 132kW pump motors, at the Daleel Petroleum Oil Field in, Oman

“The climate in Oman is so hostile with ambient desert 
temperatures that regularly exceed 50C in the hot 
season and frequent sand storms. It is vital to have 
rugged, low-maintenance motors, variable frequency 
drives, and control packages capable of reliable and 
repeatable performance in these conditions.”
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12-18 Radstock Street
London
SW11 4AT
T: 0207 228 3343
F: 0207 924 1887

www.wilsonelectric.co.uk

 
Prospect Street

Huddersfield
HD1 2NU

T: 01484 548555
F: 01484 548666 

“Generating Solutions Since 1951”
 

  
Main UK agents for Electro Adda motors 

manufactured in Italy including EFF1, two 
speed, AC and DC brakes, ATEX, marine duty, 

crane duty, roller table and many other 
bespoke designs. 

UK agent for Able Electric industrial electric 
motors with modification options for 

thermistors, heaters, IP ratings, brakes, force 
vent fans, encoders, special voltages, shafts 

and paint finishes. 
 

• AC and DC electric motor rewinds and service up to 750kW
• Repairs, servicing, plant removal and installation of electric motors, pumps, fans, inverters, 

soft starts, gearboxes and control systems.
 

 
An approved solution partner for the Vacon 

range of inverters.

 
Distributors for the complete range of Wilo, 

Lowara and Dab pumps.
 

• On site; Servicing, fault finding, commissioning, vibration analysis, condition monitoring 
and review, laser alignment and dynamic balancing

• Machine shop; Turning, milling, metal spraying, welding and dynamic balancing.
• Plant designs and energy management, consultation, design, supply, installations, 

commissioning and after care.
 

 
Distributors for the complete range of Fairford 

soft start units.

 
Stockists and suppliers of Crompton Controls 

starters and spares.
 

 

Wilson Electric are registered on the Enhanced Capital Allowance 
(ECA) scheme, a key part of the Government’s programme to 

manage climate change and designed to encourage businesses to 
invest in energy saving equipment.  We offer a full range of EFF1 

Electric Motors and Inverters all fully approved for rebates.

 
 



variable speed drives assembled into control 
cabinets. The panels housing the VSD are located 
150m away from the pump motors in an electrical 
control room where the temperature can be con-
trolled, usually below 30ºC, even during the sum-
mer when temperatures outside may reach 55ºC 
(131°F). In addition to the panels, the control 
room also houses load reactors, which were also 
supplied by WEG. These are required to compen-
sate for the capacitive effects of the long cable 
runs between the motors and inverters.

WEG’s engineering support in the installation and 
commissioning of the motor/control packages 
provided by Luciano Rottava da Silva, an automa-
tion specialist, and Gurpreet Singh Anand, a mo-
tor applications engineer, was crucial in ensuring 
continuity of production at the Daleel Station. The 
electrical installation for the first motor provided 
a pattern for the subsequent two installations, 
enabling a host of tasks to be undertaken in ad-
vance before the two other panels arrived on the 
site.

After the complete installation of the first motor 
and its associated panel/VSD, the HGF motor was 
run uncoupled without load for 24-hours. Once 
this period had elapsed, WEG coupled the pump 
to the motor and started another 24-hour test run, 

this time simulating a real operation. When this 
test was concluded the motor continued in normal 
operation, providing the much improved pumping 
performance of up to 16,000bpd.

With two motors and their VSD control panels 
installed and in excellent running order, Daleel 
was able to meet its daily pumping capacity even 
before the final motor package was installed. As 
an added bonus the new motors benefited from 
the soft start characteristics and far more control-
lable operation provided by the VSD, unlike the 
one’s they replaced which had DOL starting. Daleel 
were able to reduce their costs on running the 
new energy efficiency pump motors, and also gain 
from increased motor life and reliability. 

Luciano Rottava da Silva, WEG’s field engineer 
for the project said: “The climate in Oman is so 
hostile with ambient desert temperatures that 
regularly exceed 50C in the hot season and fre-
quent sand storms. It is vital to have rugged, low-
maintenance motors, variable frequency drives, 
and control packages capable of reliable and 
repeatable performance in these conditions.” Even 
in these conditions the WEG package offers 3-year 
warranty!

The Daleel Station project comes hard on the heels 
of another successful WEG project in Oman: help-
ing EN-FAB Inc. of Houston, Texas to achieve de-
manding production targets in a major steam 
injection recovery project undertaken to enable 
Petroleum Development Oman to reverse Oman’s 
declining oil production.

EN-FAB was contracted by PDO to design and 
install 100-million-BTU steam generators in the 
Omani oil field, situated on a vast gravel desert 
plain. WEG has delivered 34 motor control systems 
to EN-FAB to control multiple motors on the oilfield. 
Each system comprises WEG’s CFW-09 Series 
variable frequency (VF) drives and customised 
control packages with direct on line (DOL) starting. 
This equipment helps run the main and booster 
pumps that supply water to the steam generators, 
as well as the large fans for combustion air to the 
burner assembly. The success of the WEG motor 
control systems is evidenced by EN-FAB request-
ing other equipment vendors to supply two- and 
four-pole WEG motors on their equipment to com-
plement the use of the WEG VF drives and controls.

Control cabinet for three high 
efficiency 250kW WEG CFW09 
Inverter drives, controlling 
250kW WEG HGF motors
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World’s Largest
Exhibition

CWIEME Berlin 2011
24th, 25th & 26th May 2011

Messe Berlin - Germany

SQUIRREL-CAGE  •  SLIP RING  •  DC MOTORS  
FANS & BLOWERS   

LARGE RANGE OF SPARES HELD  
 RINGS  •  BRUSH GEAR  • FANS  •  FAN COVERS 

 

ONE OF THE LARGEST STOCKISTS OF RECONDITIONED  
MOTORS & GEARBOXES READY FOR 

DELIVERY NATIONWIDE 



Middle: The President, Vernon Fletcher, of Pre-
formed Windings after the AGM, having been re-
elected to continue as President for 2010/2011.

Bottom: Neil Shaver with Marilyn Martin and 
Geoff Martin from the UK, with Karen Shaver 
from Shaver Kudell in Canada

Top: All in the line of duty: Jennie Gordon of 
MGC Systems Ltd. succumbing to a serenade by 
Kevin Cullum of Leroy!!

AGM 2010

Photo Gallery.
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Above: Paul Cockell of Engineering Carbon Products. Above: Eriks Zvaigzne with Jane Garnett of the AEMT.

Below: Gary Downes of Solutions in IT, never far from a key board.

Above: Richard Bradford of DrumMotors and More with Allan 
Ogden of Baseefa Ltd.

Above: David O Hara and Matt Brown of Quartzelec with Roy Hirst of PAR.

Bottom: Geraint Jones of Menzel Great Britain Ltd.
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Left: Chris Lawton Chief Sales Officer of Brook Crompton 
with Mike Trigg, MD of Anstee and Ware.



Below: Chris Lawton, and Jim Eaton of Brook Crompton with Eriks Zvaigzne of the AEMT.
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Below: Mike Herring of Whitelegg Machines Ltd.




